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Credentials

CREDENTIALS

Bamboo Hotel Guest Key
Cards
SALTO offers contactless RFID hotel key cards for all eco-minded hotels and

resorts that want to replace plastic key cards. Wooden key cards have proven

to be equally durable as compared to the traditional plastic key card, but, unlike

plastic, wood is a renewable and biodegradable resource. Besides being a

green option in sustainability, wooden key cards will also impress hotel guests

with their aesthetic appeal.Made to the same thickness as an existing key card

or event pass, SALTO’s environmentally friendlier card looks and feels the

same as a plastic card. SALTO wooden key cards are made of bamboo, which

is ecologically sustainable, and birch, an ultra-flat wood ideal for offering a

plastic-free solution to key cards.
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Technical characteristics

Available in MIFARE Ultralight C–operates according to the ISO/IEC
14443 A standard.

Zero Plastic: Made entirely from recycled FSC-certified bamboo,
SALTO’s eco-friendly key cards contain zero plastic while maintaining
100% of its structural integrity.

Biodegradable Cards: Its quality, dimensional size, and durability are so
similar to its PVC carrier, the wooden-based key cards are an excellent
option for hospitality.

Dimensions: Same size and thickness as a standard credit card. Size:
85.5mm*54mm. Thickness: 0.76mm-0.85mm.

Fully Compatible: The wooden key cards are durable, reusable, and
easy to use. Just like traditional PVC key cards, SALTO’s eco-friendly
key cards have embedded in them a top-quality NXP Ultralight C RFID
chip that is fully compatible with SALTO smart locks.

Customizable Option: SALTO’s wooden key cards are available in 3
bamboo finishes, from lighter to darker.

Available SALTO design and other designs (by request).

Technology platforms

SALTO Space

        On-premise Network
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Disclaimer:

For a complete description of the product range, verification of the availability and technical feasibility of the selected product, and a

commercial offer, please get in touch with the local authorized SALTO dealer or a SALTO office.

SALTO Systems reserves the right to modify the product and its components.

Technical information and images displayed on the SALTO Systems product page are for informative purposes only and designed to

inform about the main product features, options and technical specifications. Therefore, all images, illustrations, shapes, features,

specifications, sizes, data, descriptions and colours shown on the SALTO Systems page shall consider as no-binding approximate

indications only.
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